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Where To Begin
Bowling for Soup

So yeah, after looking at some tabs on here for this song, and thinking this d
be 
great acoustic, I thought i d post it up, since its fairly easy. The song s in D

major, so you can start the song just by finger-picking a D major chord until
the 
main song starts, then it s this:

Intro: D A G A x2

D
Sail away, sail away with me
G
I don t have a ship
But we could get one easily
D
Drift away, drift away with me
       G
On the raft we ll make of memories
      A                              D
On an ocean we can call forever more

D              A
I want to find
                    F#m
A piece of your mind

I want to see
                  D
Your make believe

I don t want to try so hard
          A
I make it hard for you to breathe

D
Jump into the ocean
A
Living on a notion
          G
If you re caught up in the motion
A
Back track and do it again
D



And if you make it up
A
I could never get enough
G
Me and you together
           A                         
But you ve gotta tell me where to begin

Pre-Verse: D A G A

D
Break away, break away from me
G
No forget that, just sit here and look at me
D
Summer s day
Summer every day
    G
And we watch the sunset come back up
             A
And somehow know it never goes back down

D              A
I want to find
                    F#m
A piece of your mind

I want to see
                  D
Your make believe

I don t want to try so hard
          A
I make it hard for you to breathe

D
Jump into the ocean
A
Living on a notion
          G
If you re caught up in the motion
A
Back track and do it again
D
And if you make it up
A
I could never get enough
G
Me and you together
           A                         



But you ve gotta tell me where to begin

A (Palm muted)or A5
I ve been saving up to buy more time with you
Em (Palm-muted) or E5
You ve been living it up with someone else
And that s okay with me
F#m               G               A
Because I know it and you know it too

D
Jump into the ocean
A
Living on a notion
          G
If you re caught up in the motion
A
Back track and do it again
D
And if you make it up
A
I could never get enough
G
Me and you together
           A                         
But you ve gotta tell me where to begin

Repeat the Chorus Chords once more here on the outro chorus (D A G A x2)

Then you can end by finger-picking the D major chord again. Hope this helps
guys. 
Gotta love bowling for soup!


